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About Me
I'm Chris Rankin. I've been a web designer / developer / interactive
designer / webmaster going on 17 years. I've worked on web sites

and interactive projects for organizations like the Austin Museum of
Art, TCA, UT School of Architecture, Whole Foods, KLRU, and others.



What is a Web Developer?



Not a wizard



Not a magician



Not a ninja



More like a plumber



State of the Web 2015



Mobile



Some Numbers
Page views coming from mobile phones was 14% in May 2013

In May 2014 it was 25%

In August 2014, it rose to 52% — exceeded desktop traffic for the
first time

Population of mobile-only users of the web continues to grow
quickly

Mobile purchasing is at 30% — far ahead of expectations — and
should hit 50% sooner than expected



So What?



New (and More) Screen Sizes



 



New Interactions
Touch

Voice

Wearables



Performance



Load times

Image quality/size is problem -- too big, too many

Page sizes are continuing to increase (1.4mb)

Users don't want to wait for the page to be useable

Mobile users expect to see page within 0.7 seconds

When I'm using my phone, do I want your mission statement or list
of board memebers to be the first thing I see on my screen? A list of

your board members? A slideshow of your current opening?



Content

&

Context



3 Approaches to Mobile Web
Design



Responsive Web Design
1. Fluid grid: page element sizing to be in relative units
2. Flexible images: also sized in relative units
3. Media queries: allow the page to use different CSS style rules

based on the device











Mobile First
Start web development with mobile design

Add more elements as screen size increases

Unobtrusive JavaScript should degrade gracefully -- all content
should be available without the JavaScript running successfully



Progressive Enhancement
New functionality is added to site based on browser-, device-, or
feature-detection

Progressive enhancement uses web technologies in a layered
fashion that allows everyone access to basic content and
functionality, while also providing an enhanced version of the page
to those with more advanced browsers



Is Your Website Working for
You?



Your audience is online.

Do they know (or care) that you are?



411 is Not a Joke
Your site should be based on useable, accessible, relevant

information.

Your site should answer questions.

All the other stuff should be there still too.

The site should not just be a list of press releases.



Make sure all of these are on
your website:

Staff Contact List (real names if possible)

Hours

Calendar / Events

Directions / Parking

Location

Costs / Fees

Ticket Purchases / Donations

If they are not, get them on there soon.







How do you manage and
update your site?

You and your staff's experiences are just as
important as your users' experiences



Content Management System
(CMS)

100s of ways to manage a website

Don't fall for anyone's extreme passion about a particular CMS

Does your CMS work for you and your staff?

Don't worrry, no CMS is a perfect fit

Find something that you're comfortable using



Define Clear Goals



Why do you have a website?
What do you want your audience to do?

What do you want your site to do that it's not doing?

Donations / Memberships / Sales

Think modular

Website development is an incremental process



Know Your Audience
Think about both current and potential audiences

Are these groups the same online and IRL

Listen to your community — let them lead the way



Use the Analytics



Case Studies & User Profiles



Content Review
Are people seeing the info you want them to see?

Is there info you can remove?

Site review should happen regularly — date pages/posts



Moving Forward
Having specific goals and requirements will help you evaluate your

options and keep everything in perspective



Do It Yourself



Basic Needs for a Website
Domain Name (URL)

Hosting

CMS

Donation/Ticket/$$$ Service

Email



Ask your peers what they use



Use a Template
Your content is more important than the design

Templates don't always make cookie cutter sites

Can provide starting point and guidelines



Host Your Own Site
You're the boss

Wordpress

Drupal

Joomla, SilverStripe, others



Software as Service
Let someone else deal with the server at 2am

SquareSpace

Wix

SpaceCraft

Shopify

Weebly



 



 



 



 



 



Try Something Different
Rolling the Dice

Tumblr

Github

Dropbox

Instagram





Nonprofit-focused services
More Money, More Problems?

Blackbaud

I'm sure there are others



All Your Online Stuff Doesn't
Have to be Integrated

One Site Doesn't Rule Them All



Benefits of DIY
Lots of options out there

Inexpensive solutions

Templates can take care of basic design and code issues

Seamless - you might never have to see code

Easy integration with other services and sites you may already use



When to Get Help



Don't have Time or Staff or
Comfort Level



One-Off Project
benefit, exhibition, performance

If it doesn't work, you won't be stuck with it



benefit15.rhizome.org



www.walkerart.org/superscript



Big Update/Redesign
Let someone else manage the process and keep it on track

Big projects have lots of pieces



Inital Set-up
Use a professional for the dirty work but manage it yourself



When Working with an Outside
Studio, Be Prepared
You'll get asked all these questions:

Who's involved in this project?

Who has a vote?

What's your budget?

What is your comfort level with technology?

Do you have the content? If not, when will you start developing it?

What are your goals for this project?

How will you measure success?



Do Your Homework
Do you like their previous work?

Is their site filled with nerdy jargon?

Are they too proud of their process or their dedication to a
particular solution?

Will you feel more comfortable with a big agency or a small studio?

Is local better for you?

Don't let anyone tell you they know the answers before you hire
them.



Benefits of Working with
Consultant or Studio

You don't have to worry about tech if you don't want to

Customization

Knowledge of best practices

Knowledge of most effective tools and software and how to use
them

Professional approach to code and design

Service contracts for taking care of site after launch



Care and Feeding of Your Web
Site



Try something ->

evaluate it ->

try something else



Web site management is an iterative process

It's OK to fail as long as you learn something



Remember your goals

Remember your audience

It's not magic

You can do it!



 



Thank You
Please feel free to get in touch
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